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About Futurum Research

Report Overview

Futurum Research provides research, insights and analysis
to the market and helps tie leading and emerging technology
solutions to strategic business needs. The objective of our
reports is to help business executives and decision-makers gain
a better understanding of the technologies and trends driving
digital transformation and the evolution of business in a rapidly
changing world. Our reports help executives identify key risks
and opportunities inherent to markets increasingly characterized
by technology disruption; understand technology-driven forces
that impact employee, customer, and market behaviors; and
make better technology investment decisions.

Welcome to Futurum Research’s 2019 5G READINESS and
TRANSFORMATION INDEX report. Data for this report was
compiled between 15 December 2018 and 15 January 2019,
from Telcos operating in North America and Western Europe.
Respondent roles ranged from C-Level primary decision-makers
to frontline employees. The purpose of the report is to provide
you with a snapshot of the current state of 5G readiness, 5G
leadership, 5G investment intent, and upcoming 5G deployments
in North American and Western European markets. Also included
in this report: insights into high interest 5G sectors, key 5G
investment drivers, and early 5G market leadership indicators.
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HOW ARE TELCOS ALREADY ADAPTING TO 5G DISRUPTION?
Our study uncovered a number of key data points and that can help set
the stage for what 2019 has in store with regard to 5G investments and
deployments. The first of these insights is that 49% - or nearly half - of
Telcos in North America and Europe have already begun to reorganize
around 5G at the start of H1 2019. This should not be surprising, as
the commercialization of 5G was slated to begin in earnest towards the
latter part of H1 2019. It is worth mentioning that at the time this report’s
data was collected, no commercial 5G rates or plans had yet been
announced.
42% of Telcos in North America and Western Europe also report
having already completely reorganized around 5G, suggesting that

49%

Telcos that have
begun to reorganize
around 5G

27%
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42%

the vast majority of the 49% of Telcos already mentioned are in the
advanced stages of 5G readiness.
An additional 42% of Telcos also report planning to add 5G to their 4G
and 3G portfolios while not currently reorganizing around 5G.
Surprisingly, only 27% of Telcos report having created a dedicated
C-Level role to lead their transition to 5G.
21% of Telcos report having created an IoT-focused business unit
to capitalize on 5G services. It is surprising to us that this number isn’t
higher as our research identifies Consumer IoT and Industrial IOT as
two of the Top 3 drivers of 5G deployment and the two most highly rated
5G sectors when it comes to expectations of ROI.

Telcos that have
completely reorganized
around 5G

Telcos that have added a
dedicated C-level role to
lead our transition to 5G

21%
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42%

Telcos that are adding 5G to
their 4G and 3G portfolio but
are notreogranizing around 5G

Telcos that have created an
loT-focused business unit
to capitalize on 5G services

5G READINESS and TRANSFORMATION INDEX 2019
72.4% of Telcos anticipate launching their first rollout of 5G services
in the next 12 months, with 28.7% looking towards a more aggressive
rollout inside of H1 2019. The other 43.7% anticipate their first rollout in
H2 2019, presumably following the introduction of the first generation
of 5G handsets in consumer markets. 21.8% of Telcos report that
they don’t anticipate their first 5G rollout until 2020. Less than 5%
of Telcos suggest that it may take them longer to follow suit. Larger
Telcos (5,000+ employees) were more likely to be working on H1
2019 launches than smaller competitors (under 5,000): 31.1% versus
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27.1%, respectively. Only at the far ends of our spectrum did we note a
significant difference between very large Telcos (50,000+ employees)
and the smallest subset we collected data from (500 employees or
less): 44.8% versus 10.9, respectively. Where these fluctuations
occurred, the difference was mostly made up by anticipated H2 2019
rollouts.
49.1% of Telcos reported feeling enthusiastic or optimistic about the
impending commercialization of 5G. 16.4% responded at the high end
of enthusiasm while 32.7% reported being optimistic.
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responses, was the segment of the Telco industry that feels that it has
some catching-up to do, with 24% reporting that they feel somewhat
behind, and 18.7 reporting that they feel very far behind.
The current ratio of 5G leaders to 5G laggards (13.3% versus
18.7%, respectively) reminds us of data sets from our annual Digital
Transformation Index reports (which follow the evolution of Digital
Transformation in North America and Europe. In these studies, we
observed similar sub-20% polarization in early adaptive stages following
technology disruption, and there too, we saw the initial rise of digital
leaders at one end of the transformation spectrum, initially composing
10%-15% of their respective industries, and digital laggards at the
other end, forming the bottom 15%-20% of every industry. We are not
surprised to see similar numbers here, as they denote the early response
to a new transformative and disruptive technology by an established
industry.

15.8% reported being unsure one way or the other. On the negative end
of the sentiment spectrum, 22.2% expressed worry or concern about
the disruptive potential of 5G, and perceived the industry’s shift to 5G
as threatening to their business. Another 12.9% were outright skeptical
about the transformative potential of 5G. Note that the percentage of
worried or otherwise concerned respondents (22.2%) isn’t far from the
21.8% of Telcos reporting no plans to roll out 5G services until at least
2020, and not all that far from the 18.7% of Telcos that feel very far
behind their competitors.
Speaking of competition and sentiment, 34.9% of Telcos – only
slightly more than one in three - feel that they are currently ahead of
their competitors when it comes to 5G, with 21.6% feeling that they
are somewhat ahead, and 13.3% feeling that they are very far ahead
and leading the industry in 5G. 22.4% reported that they feel more or
less on par with their competition. The largest group, with 42.7% of the
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WHO AND WHAT ARE DRIVING 5G DEPLOYMENTS IN 2019?
Telcos are making three big bets as they roll into 2019 and begin
final preparations before their first 5G rollouts: Mobile Broadband,
Consumer IoT, and the Industrial IoT (IIoT for short). Based
on our research, Telcos in North America and Western Europe
resoundingly pointed to these three opportunities as their top
5G revenue-generating priorities, with 55% identifying Mobile
Broadband as their top choice, followed by 51% for the Consumer
IoT, and 46% for the IIoT. This first-forus trinity beat out Retail
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(26%), Smart Cities and Smart Infrastructure (22%), Transportation
(19%), Healthcare and Government (16% each), and Education
(12%). Note that the bottom six sectors are the least developed
(read: mature) of the nine, at least when it comes to being able to
generate adoption and revenue at scale in 2019 and going into
2020. It makes sense for Telcos to focus their attention on the most
mature and 5G-ready sectors first, where services will find eager
customers in vast numbers.
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Pay particular attention to Retail, Smart Infrastructure, Transportation,
and Healthcare, as they will likely become the focus of the next phase
of 5G rollouts, presumably following Release 16, which promises
to bring about more advanced 5G connectivity and embed 5G into
society’s technological fabric. The Healthcare opportunity especially
seems undervalued by Telcos at the moment, and we expect that
perspective to change in the next 12 to 18 months, as 5G services
begin to find their way into new verticals.
In a similar vein, and not surprisingly, Telcos also pointed to Mobile
Broadband, the Consumer IoT, and the IIoT when they were asked
which of those nine sectors they felt would yield the highest return
on investment (ROI). Here though, Consumer IoT took the top spot
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with 56%, the IIoT followed with 49%, and Mobile Broadband came in
third with 46%. This suggests that Telcos may already regard Mobile
Broadband as a commodity play in which scale is lucrative enough
but ultimately a low-hanging fruit, whereas the IoT may ultimately yield
higher margins.
Unlike the shuffling of the Top 3 sectors, the remaining six remained
in roughly the same order except for Healthcare and Government
switching places: Retail (28%), Smart Cities and Infrastructure (26%),
Transportation (18%), Government (14%), Healthcare (11%), and
Education (10%). This signals that Telcos currently view Healthcare
as a low revenue, low-ROI sector, at least compared to Retail,
Infrastructure, and Transportation.
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In North America, the vast majority of Telcos (66.3%) have entrusted
Senior Management (other than the CEO) to guide 5G strategy. The
majority of Western European Telcos however (56.1%) rely on their
CEO to guide 5G strategy. Overall, Senior Managers tend to be slightly
more responsible for guiding 5G strategy at present than CEOs. (60.6%
versus 55.4%, respectively.) This is not surprising, given the relatively
nascent state of 5G investments and deployments. As the technology
matures and deployments scale, we expect 5G strategy to become the
core business strategy, and to shift more towards CEO guidance and
leadership.
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We were surprised to note that 40.4% of Telcos pointed to their
Boards of Directors (40.4%) rather than Middle Managers (31%) and
Frontline Employees (14.2%) as their third most influential bloc in the
development of 5G strategy. This suggests a pre-operational stage of
development, in which the drive to invest in new business opportunities
and technologies like 5G takes precedence over the day-to-day
operational requirements of business unit managers, team leaders,
sales teams common to growth-focused and mature businesses. We
expect to see operational roles begin to play a more important role once
5G deployments begin to scale.
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THE STATE OF 5G READINESS: NORTH AMERICA vs EUROPE
On average, North American Telcos tend to feel more confident
about their ability to compete in the 5G space than their European
counterparts: Only 26.6% (rounded up to 27%) of European Telcos
reported feeling ahead of their competitors against a whopping
43% of North American Telcos. Conversely, 52.6% of European
Telcos reported feeling behind their competitors with regard to
5G against only 32.9% of their North American peers. Note that
this sentiment may not reflect anyone’s actual state of readiness.
Sentiment is generally subjective and can be influenced by cultural
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attitudes, and regional economic, political, and social conditions.
We have remarked throughout other studies on technology
disruption and digital transformation that European businesses
tend to understate their true level of technology readiness (relative
to their American peers or not), while American businesses can
sometimes have an inflated view of their own capabilities. All of
this to say that, in our view, this data may be more indicative of
cultural attitudes towards technology readiness than about actual
5G readiness.
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TO ACHIEVE 5G LEADERSHIP FASTER, EMPOWER YOUR STAFF
One of the most valuable insights we extracted from our study’s
data suggests that Telcos that are quickest to decentralize the
ownership of their 5G strategy are quickest to execute on 5G
rollouts. Here is how it works: Telcos with the highest level of
CEO ownership of 5G and the lowest level of frontline employee
ownership of 5G were 3% more likely to feel behind their
competition and 3% more likely to feel ahead of their competition
than average. On the other hand, Telcos reporting relatively even
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levels of 5G ownership between their CEO and Senior Management
were 4% less likely to feel behind their competition and 3% more
likely to feel ahead. The model that showed the highest level of 5G
readiness was one in which Telcos reported shared ownership of
their 5G strategy by the CEO, managers, and frontline staff. These
organizations were 9% less likely than the average to feel behind
their competition, and 6% more likely to be ahead. They also had
the highest percentage of “on par with the industry” responses.
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We note that, on average, only 14.2% of Telcos mentioned frontline
employees when asked about who most guides their 5G strategy.
Conversely, 55.4% of Telcos signaled that their 5G strategy was guided
mostly by their CEO. Based on our observations, the 5G strategy
leadership model currently be upside-down for the majority of Telcos,
which may help explain why such a large proportion of them feels
behind in the race towards the commercialization of 5G.
One explanation for this phenomenon is that operationally agile
companies tend to adapt to change faster than less agile companies,
and enjoy smoother, faster, more frictionless transitions from old
industry models to new ones. We observe a similar mechanism in
other industries with regard to the introduction of similarly disruptive
technologies (from Cloud Compute and the IoT to Augmented Reality
and AI): Companies that can operationalize a new technology or idea
faster than their competitors tend to take the lead, while organizations
that struggle to operationalize new technologies and ideas also
struggle to successfully deploy and monetize them. This highlights the
divide between organizational cultures that focus primarily on high level
strategy and planning before operationalizing a new business model,
and organizational cultures that deploy new business models quickly,
test what works and what doesn’t, refine their model in the field, and
use real-world experiences to develop best practices and scale.
In other words, this highlights the fundamental difference between
cultures of thinking and strategizing, and cultures of doing and building.

The model that showed the highest level of 5G
readiness was one in wich Telcos reported shared
ownership of their 5G strategy by the CEO,
managers, and rontline staff.
If you happen to be the kind of company that wants to roll out 5G
services early and achieve a first-mover advantage in your market, it
helps to empower your entire organization to do so, particularly where
your new technology and associated services’ proverbial rubber will
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hit the road. It does that kind of organization absolutely no good to
convene CEOs and members of the Board to discuss 5G strategies
for abstract or otherwise theoretical discussions about what may or
may not happen in six to twelve months if the operational staff isn’t
empowered to start doing and building. The kind of organization that
wants to establish a beachhead ahead of everybody else is already out
there talking to customers and stakeholder, forming vital technology
partnerships, training their staff, installing equipment, obtaining
licenses, rolling up their sleeves, and building their next business.

Organizations that leverage their technology
partners to upskill staff ahead of technology
deployments adapt more quickly to marjet
disruptions than organizations that do not.
Conversely, an organization that relies too much on thought
leadership and high level strategy with long runways, and waits too
long before training and empowering their staff are most likely to fall
behind, be less agile, spend more time correcting mistakes, invest in
the wrong tools and solutions, and end up in the laggard quadrant,
wondering how they got there.
Telcos who want to move faster and access a bigger share of the
5G market in 2019 and 2020 must therefore focus on training and
empowering the entire organization, top to bottom, starting now. Aside
from forging the right technology partnerships, our research indicates
that improving overall operational agility is the most critical differentiator
between technology leaders and technology laggards. This appears
to be equally true with regard to 5G, and presents Telcos with a
unique opportunity to double the value of their industry partnerships:
Organizations that leverage their technology partners to not only
provide technology and business solutions but also train their staff and
upskill them for upcoming technology deployments are far more likely
to adapt more quickly to market disruptions than organizations that do
not.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE FIRST WAVE OF 5G ROLLOUTS
Even before the first rollout, 41.9% of Telcos in North America and
Western Europe report having already completely reorganized
their company’s focus around 5G, and 48% report having begun
to do so. 41.7% report being in the process of adding 5G to their
4G and 3G portfolios but without really reorganizing around 5G.
This is indicative of a more iterative and perhaps transactional
approach to 5G investments and deployments than a fundamentally
transformative one.
Despite the general 5G shakeup across the Telco ecosystem
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and nearly 3 out of 4 Telcos rolling out 5G services in the next 12
months, only 27.1% have created a dedicated C-level role to lead
their transition to 5G. One main reason for this is that for most
Telcos, the transition from 4G to 5G – or rather the addition of 5G
atop existing 4G and 3G layers – does not require the creation of a
new, dedicated role. Executives, engineers, sales teams, business
development groups, and technicians are likely to still be attached
to 4G and 3G services, as they tend to overlap and complement
one another. Only the most aggressive (read: ambitious) 5G-driven
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organizations might feel the need to add a dedicated C-level 5G leader
to their executive team, but even that can be a tricky proposition as
those organizations are also likely to find their most dedicated 5G
champion in their CEO.

The number organizations that empower their
frontline employees to help guide their 5G strategy
and the number of organizations that are in the
process of building IoT-focused business units
to address serviceable 5G verticals is exactly the
same: 14.2%.
And despite the IoT (Consumer and Industrial) helping lead the first
wave of 5G deployments, only 21.2% of Telcos report having created
an IoT-focused business unit to capitalize on 5G services. Even fewer
Telcos (14.2%) are currently building IoT-focused business unites to
address key serviceable 5G verticals. The gap between the >50%
of Telcos signaling that servicing the Consumer IoT market is one of
their top deployment priorities and the establishment of IoT-specific
business units may be indicative of two things:
While Telcos recognize the potential of the IoT market and its
importance to their 5G-driven future, demand for 5G IoT services
may not yet have reached a maturity level and scale sufficient to
warrant the formation of fully fleshed out business units. The short of it:
Enthusiasm about the IoT and what 5G could bring to that space may
be there, but it may just be too soon.
With less than 15% of Telcos currently empowering their employees
enough to achieve the degree of operational agility required to
build a viable 5G-specific IoT business unit, let alone several, it is
likely that most Telcos may be, for the time being, incapable of doing
so. You will note that the number organizations that empower their
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frontline employees to help guide their 5G strategy and the number of
organizations that are in the process of building IoT-focused business
units to address serviceable 5G verticals is exactly the same: 14.2%.
It is also possible that inadequate budgets may be holding up
some organizations’ ability to invest in every 5G-related project on
their wish list. A quick glance at the list of top 5 biggest obstacles to
5G deployments identified in our research might offer a few clues as
to why so many Telcos don’t just feel unprepared but seem throttled in
their efforts to hit the ground running right out of the 5G gate.
Note that 14.4% of Telcos report feeling unburdened by 5G
deployment obstacles. This isn’t to say that they don’t report any, just
that they feel unburdened by them. In other words, 14.4% of Telcos
are currently agile enough to be able to work through these obstacles
to achieve their objectives - while less agile organizations struggle to
overcome them. You will undoubtedly have noticed that this 14.4% of
agile organizations is almost identical to the 14.2% of Telcos already
building IoT-specific 5G business units and to the 14.2% of Telcos
that have spread their 5G strategy ownership load across their entire
organization - from the CEO to frontline staff. Here again, we find
evidence that moving 5G strategy out of the boardroom to the front
lines, and essentially operationalizing it as early as possible, gives
Telcos an advantage over their competition: Operationalizing 5G
deployments results in a higher degree of operational agility , and
that agility, in turn, allows Telcos to overcome obstacles, roll out 5G
services quicker, take a leadership position early, and scale faster than
the rest of the industry.

2
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Moving 5G strategy out of the boardroom and to
the front lines frees organizations to be agile and
quickly roll out new services.
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The five principal obstacles being reported by Telcos aren’t entirely
unpredictable: Topping the list with 38.8% of responses is a lack of
a clear (emphasis ours) 5G deployment strategy. Note the similarity
between this figure and the 42.7% of Telcos reporting that they
currently feel behind the competition. This particular obstacle speaks
to the inability by many Telcos to operationalize their 5G vision, which
we have already discussed.
Second on the list with 32.9% of responses is a lack of adequate
budgets. For reference, inadequate budget is almost always cited
as a top obstacle whenever a disruptive new technology first enters
an industry. Whether the complaint is legitimate or merely perceived,
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perception has a way of turning into reality. Operational budgets are
almost never adequate.
Sitting in third place with 30.2% of responses and sixth place with
8.2% of responses are two leadership-specific obstacles: Leadership
apathy with regard to 5G deployments, and a lack of a clear 5G
monetization strategy, respectively. These are not operational or
execution failures. They speak entirely to a lack of both insight and
sophistication on the part of these organizations’ leaders. The most
obvious remedy for both obstacles is the creation of a dedicated
C-level role to champion, build, own, and ultimately grow its 5G
business.
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Two operational obstacles round off out list: a lack of 5G training
and specialized knowledge (26.7%), and inadequate technology
investments (17.5%). Again, we bump into an agility problem:
Organizations lacking the right skills and the right tools to leverage
new technologies and the revenue models they can drive are unable
to operationalize their strategy and execute on it in the real world. As
observed within agile organizations that systematically outpace their
peers to quickly establish themselves as digital leaders (and in this
case 5G leaders), the two remedies are 1) the cultivation of business-
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enablement-driven technology partnerships, and 2) a transfer of
knowledge, specialized skills, and business development ownership
across the organization, particularly to frontline employees. The
combination of these two remedies appears to be the most critical
differentiator between agile technology leaders in 5G and struggling
technology laggards.
Unsurprisingly, the order in which Telcos report prioritizing the
obstacles they intend to tackle first exactly matches the order in which
these obstacles are listed: Biggest problem first, smallest problem last.
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EUROPE VERSUS NORTH AMERICA: A GAME OF INCHES
While Western European Telcos report feeling far more behind the
curve than their North American counterparts, we note from the
data collected on the velocity of 5G rollouts that the exact same
percentage of organizations plan a first wave of 5G rollouts in 2019:
roughly 72% in both regions.
North America expects to lead Western Europe by 3% in H1
2019, but European Telcos anticipate making up the difference
in H2 2019. This suggests that our interpretation of European
perceptions with regard to their own 5G readiness (being more
the result of cultural attitudes than actual operational readiness)
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was on the right track. While perceptions about readiness differ,
nothing about Telco behaviors with regard to 5G rollouts points to a
significant difference in 5G readiness and deployment capabilities
between the two regions.
Note that a higher percentage of North American Telcos (6%
versus 4%) report having no plans to roll out 5G services for at least
two years. This suggests that North America may be home to a
higher proportion of 5G technology laggards than Western Europe.
We interpret this as a signal that Europe is a more aggressive
competitive environment for Telcos than North America.
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AREAS LIKELY TO DRIVE THE NEXT WAVES OF 5G ROLLOUTS
When asked what specific 5G revenue and monetization
opportunities Telcos on both sides of the Atlantic were most
interested in pursuing, Virtual Networks universally came up as
the number one response, followed by Automation, Cloud and
Edge Compute, Open Source, and Native Cloud Applications.
This follows, since the three main drivers of 5G rollouts so far are
Mobile Broadband and the IoT. Note that for Western European
Telcos, Cloud and Edge Compute came in second, slightly ahead
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of Automation. Virtual networks automation, cloud compute, edge
compute, native cloud applications, and open source all feed
directly into the IoT ecosystem.
Taking a step back to look at how well these five points of focus
also play with retail, transportation, smart cities and infrastructure,
and healthcare, the roadmap to future waves of 5G rollouts in
these sectors is likely to be informed and driven by investment (and
successes) in these five key categories of 5G-friendly technology.
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Summary
• Nearly 50% of Telcos in North America and Western Europe have

already begun to reorganize their organizations around 5G, and
generally feel positive about the commercialization of 5G.
• Nearly 3 in 4 Telcos in North America and Western Europe are
planning 5G rollouts in 2019.
• 1 in 4 Telco has created a dedicate c-level role to oversee and
guide 5G strategy.
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• Nearly one third of first generation 5G rollouts are scheduled to

occur in H1 2019.
• Mobile Broadband, the IoT, and the IIoT are currently the Top 3
drivers of 5G investment in North America and Western Europe.
• Secondary 5G market opportunities following the first wave of 5G
rollouts, and presumably on the tail of Release 16, include Retail,
Transportation, Smart Cities / Infrastructure, and Healthcare.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR SPONSOR
Intel (NASDAQ: INTC), a leader in the semiconductor
industry, is shaping the data-centric future with computing
and communications technology that is the foundation of the
world’s innovations. The company’s engineering expertise is

helping address the world’s greatest challenges as well as
helping secure, power and connect billions of devices and
the infrastructure of the smart, connected world – from the
cloud to the network to the edge and everything in between.

Click to Learn more
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